Bachelor and Master Thesis in Coworking & New
Work
Who are we?
Tink Tank is a provider of beautiful, high-quality and inspiring workspaces for teams of
all sizes, with a focus on Corporate Coworking, such as Corporate teams,
entrepreneurs, freelancers, growing start-ups, service providers etc. We open our first
space in mid-January 2020.
We offer flexible membership options, services and benefits to our members so they can
nurture their businesses in a workspace that offers a professional community.
We focus on innovative and state-of-the-art workplaces for a high-quality convenience
and a network of experts to support our members so that they can focus on their growth
and development.
With dedicated team-spaces, flex and fix workplaces, and drop-in options, in an inspiring
and community-driven location, we are welcoming members from all industries.
We believe that collaboration leads to new and better ideas, increased work accuracy,
improved productivity and the creation of more innovative solutions. True innovation can
only prosper within an environment of collaboration and diversity. Working together in a
community is the only healthy way to growth and happiness. We believe that sharing
equals learning and life-long learning is the basis for a happy life.
Therefore, we create an innovative community and ecosystem where we connect, inspire
and enable people to come together in a true collaborative environment.

We are hiring!
Would you like to write your thesis in a practical way in the field of coworking with a
focus on organizational development, new work, future work models and thereby expand
your professional network? We offer a professional environment and support.
We primarily support Bachelor and Master theses on relevant topics for coworking. We
offer free space to work and process support.
Do you have a good idea for a topic yourself? We are very curious. Relevant research
areas are coworking, new work, reinventing organizations and work in the future.

Of particular interest are:
- Business models for coworking spaces
- The new world of work after crises like Corona / COVID-19
- Coworking as part of Mobility-As-A-Service
- Coworking as part of Space-As-A-Service
- Corporate world and future work models
For questions and further information please report to info@tink-tank.de. Apply with
your topic suggestions. An exact topic is determined jointly between the applicant and
research partner and the university in the course of the application process.
This position is based in Heidelberg.
Interested in more?
Contact:
jobs@tink-tank.de
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